Resolution by Synod Council
February 9, 2019

Whereas God calls the baptized into vocation and service; and

Whereas Tyna Oslie served the NT-NL faithfully as Synod Administrator since its inception; and

Whereas including her prior decade of service to a congregation of the future ELCA she spent 40 years of her life in service to the church and NT-NL; and

Whereas she has been and continues to be faithful and diligent as a member of an NT-NL congregation (Shepherd of Life, Arlington); and

Whereas she has represented NT-NL and the church in exemplary fashion; and

Whereas she retired from service to NT-NL December 31, 2018:

Be it resolved that the Synod Council of the Northern Texas-Northern Louisiana Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America gives its heartfelt gratitude and thanksgiving to Tyna Oslie for her service and encourage all rostered and authorized leaders and members of NT-NL congregations to likewise give thanks for her work as she continues to care for her family and move into new vocational service.

In Witness Whereof this Ninth day of February, Year of our Lord 2019…

__________________________
Bishop Erik K.J. Gronberg, PhD

________________________________________
Deacon Stephanie Varnum, NT-NL Synod Vice President